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About Us
Omnitech has been involved within the 
playground industry in Australia for more than 30 
years. From the days when Ausplay equipment 
dominated the landscape to the present, the 
name Omnitech has been one you have come to 
rely on for quality and service. 

Omnitech Playgrounds manufacture and produce 
a great range of equipment right here in our 
factory in Victoria. Stocking a complete range 
of Ausplay and Omnitech spare parts. Omnitech 
Playgrounds also offer the complete after service 
experience including inspections, maintenance 
and refurbishments to your play equipment. 
Further to all of the above Omnitech are the 
official Australian distributor of Internationally 
renowned products from HAGS in Sweden and 
Little Tikes in the USA. With AustekPlay acting as our 
Agents in QLD & NSW, The Playground People in 
ACT and Outfront Concepts in SA, you can rely on 
us to be there all the way.
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Local Team & 
Manufacturing
With over 30 years of manufacturing experience 
in the playground industry Omnitech has a strong 
team of dedicated builders, installers, designers 
and sales representatives. We are very proud to 
be delivering 100% Australian made and designed 
equipment within our ‘Extreme’ range. Our designers 
are constantly evolving their designs, with new 
pieces consistently being devloped. Our design and 
manufacturing facilities are the core of our buisness. 
We strive hard to support the local industry sourcing 
Australian made steel, as well as our moulded and 
recycled plastics.
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Omnitech Playgrounds

Extreme
Bringing new excitement to every day play...

227 Sim
0.8m 2-5 7.2 x

6.3

EXTREM
E

6

217 Emily
1.2m 2-5 10.2 x

7.1
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JUNIOR
UNITS

Our Extreme range is manufactured in Australia, 
and features 65mm square steel posts powder-
coated in your choice of colour. With injection 
moulded post caps and vandal resistant 
stainless steel hardware, this equipment is built 
to withstand the rigours of daily use.  

The entire Omnitech Extreme range is designed 
to ensure that developing children are able 
to extend themselves in a setting that is not 
only challenging, but also forgiving. Guardrail 
panels that offer genuine protection against 
accidental falls and smooth child friendly 
surfaces are just some of the standard safety 
features of every Omnitech Extreme unit. 

In the following pages are selections of popular 
Omnitech Extreme units, however the Extreme 
range allows us to custom design a unique 
playground for you. This means you can 
incorporate all your favourite components and 
activities whilst also keeping in mind any budget 
or space restrictions.

With the Omnitech Extreme range you can 
create a truly enticing playground for your 
children.
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224 Kimmie
2.2m 2-5 10.5 x

11.0

230 Susie
0.8m 2-5 12.2 x

7.0

203 Claire
0.8m 2-5 6.5 x

6.5

231 Paige
0.4m 2-5 6.0 x

6.7



232 Charlie
1.2m 2-5 9.6 x

9.6

565 Lancelot
1.6m 5+ 6.9 x

6.7

505 Chloe
2.1m 5+ 16.3 x

15.8

233 Kai
0.8m 2-5 10.0 x

8.1

229 Jane
0.8m 2-5 8.8 x

7.0

225 Robin
2.2m 2+ 8.1 x

7.3

8
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228 Pingu
0.8m 2-5 8.4 x

6.5

To see a full range of 
our standard Extreme 
Units visit our website:
www.omnitech.com.au

AUSTRALIAN 
MADE

JUNIOR 
+

SENIOR
UNITS
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564 Shazmo
2.2m 5+ 13.7 x

9.9

522 Dan
2.2m 5+ 12.6 x

10.6

520 Ethan
2.2m 3+ 14.5 x

11.0

562 Kate
2.2m 5+ 8.7 x

14.9

545 Alden
2.5m 5+ 7.2 x

14.3

518 Jordan
2.2m 5+ 13.0 x

10.5
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SENIOR
UNITS
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568 Frankie
1.6m 2+ 7.1 x

9.2

569 Stella
2.3m 5+ 12.5 x

9.5

567 Brooke
2.2m 5+ 9.7 x

10.9

516 Tyler
1.6m 5+ 14.5 x

10.5
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Extreme Timber Range
Igniting the imagination using natural materials...

313 Romy
1.2m All

Ages
10.6 x
10.7

314 Josh
2.1m All

Ages
7.6 x
7.8

TIM
BER

12
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Inspired by nature, the Omnitech Timber Range 
is a fantastic source of inspiration for physical 
activity. Designed by Omnitech Playground’s 
in-house design team, this range has been 
developed to excite and attract children of all 
ages. 

Timber and rope naturally command activity 
in children. They provide natural obstacles for 
children to take on, such as climbing, balancing, 
swinging and sliding, allowing for independent 
discovery and growth of a child.

This equipment features modular based play 
systems, with more than 50 exciting play 
functions. Natural rope and timber materials 
encourage children to interact, touch, watch 
and play using their senses to discover new 
shapes and experiences. 

Proudly Australian made, these timber units 
are built using strong, durable, locally sourced 
materials to withstand even the harshest of 
outdoor environments. 

306 Laura
2.2m All

Ages
10.6 x
12.0

13
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Activity Box 101 
2.2m 5+ 12.8 x

11.3

Activity Box 104 
2.2m 5+ 12.5 x

6.8

Activity Box 105 
2.2m 5+ 10.3 x

7.5

Omnitech’s Australian 
made fitness Actvity 
Boxes encourage physical 
activity. 

Inspiring children, teens 
and young adults to 
exercise as they play. 

The equipment has been 
specifically designed for 
use outdoors, suitable 
for parks, reserves and 
schools.

Activity Boxes
Encouraging exercise through play...
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Activity Box 107 
2.2m 5+ 7.0 x 

7.0

Activity Box 108
2.2m 5+ 12.9 x

11.3

To see the full range of 
our Activity Boxes, visit 
our website:
www.omnitech.com.au
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Custom 
Play Spaces
Themed and custom play equipment to inspire, 
create fantasy and kick start imagination...

Submarine Seaweed Playunit

Plane Playground

AUSTRALIAN 
MADE
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Tractor Playground

Geo Playspace

Lighthouse Tower

17

In House 
Design Team
Omnitech Playgrounds have their own 
experienced in house design team creating 
new play elements and designing playgrounds 
to meet your needs.

Using the latest software, Omnitech’s design 
team can quickly and professionally create 
your new playground in 2D and 3D views, 
making playground selection and installation a 
breeze. 

Adhering to all Australian standards, our 
designers are also regularly developing 
new play equipment looking to capture the 
imagination of children with exciting new 
physical and cognitive challenges with one 
focus in mind: fun!
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All for play and play for all...
Inclusive Play

HAGS Levander
1.2m All

Ages
6.3 x
7.4

602 Kirsty
2.2m All

Ages 15.3 x
10.7
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604 Tegan

1.8m All
Ages

20.7 x
12.7

All children have the same desires for fun 
and excitement, and the need for physical 
challenges, social interaction and intellectual 
stimulation. These needs are no different for 
children with disabilities. 

Omitech are committed to providing play 
opportunities that are inclusive for children of 
all abilities. We understand how important play 
is as part of children’s development. 

We have a range of  complete units, activities 
or separate components that together can 
form the perfect inclusive playground.

Items such as accessible ramps, rubber access 
paths and sensory play units can all be used 
together in playground designs to allow 
wheelchair access. The unique Mirage swing 
seat enables children with specific needs the 
wonderful feeling of freedom and momentum 
that only a swing can bring.

Omnitech Playgrounds understands how 
important it is to design a playground that 
doesn’t isolate disabled children to one 
corner of the playground or to one piece of 
equipment. Our experience is in providing a 
playground where children of all abilities can 
play side-by-side.  

603 Jasper 

2.2m All
Ages

11.5 x
13.2
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OmniRope
A whole new dimension of fun...

Omnitech’s Australian made OmniRopes add 
a whole new dimension to your playground. 
For climbing, swinging, swaying and hanging, 
OmniRopes can be used by all ages. They 
help to develop both upper and lower body 
strength and co-ordination while creating 
social opportunities for kids. 

Our freestanding designs are available in a 
range of different sizes and shapes to give 
you plenty of variety to suit any outdoor area.

Certified to meet all Australian standards 
and locally produced, OmniRopes are 
constructed with a steel core wrapped in a 
specially braided nylon rope. Joined together 
with hand-finished heavy duty aluminium 
connectors to ensure they’ll not only look 
great but last for years.

CE001
2.5m 5+ 9.2x

8.3

Quadcell
2.5m 5+ 7.4x

7.4

To see a full range of 
our Omnirope systems 
visit our website:
www.omnitech.com.au
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AUSTRALIAN 

MADE

Tricell
2.5m 5+ 7.3x

6.9

6m / 4m Activity Net
VARIES 5+ VARIES
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CE010
2.5m 5+ 19.0 x

16.3

CE008
2.5m 5+ 9.7 x

9.1

Gemini Net
1.8m 5+ 10.4 x 

8.8

To see a full range of 
our Omnirope systems 
visit our website:
www.omnitech.com.au

AUSTRALIAN 
MADE
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CE005
2.5m 5+ 9.8 x

7.3

CE004
2.5m 5+ 9.9 x

11.5

CE002
2.5m 5+ 7.8 x

7.6



Omnitech Playgrounds

Freestanding

Omnitech Playgrounds has a fantastic 
range of unique freestanding items that 
offer a variety of exciting opportunities and 
new challenges keeping kids active and 
entertained. They are a perfect complement 
to your existing playground or as a feature 
item in a smaller area.

The Freestanding range consists of both large 
and small equipment that will appeal to 
children of all ages.

Larger items such as Rope Nets, the Dragonfly 
and our Dragon Challenge are unique items 
that are sure to become the main attraction 
of any playground. 

On a smaller scale items such as our spring 
riders, play sculptures and swings are perfect 
to add just that extra bit of fun and variety.

Stand alones that really stand out!

FREESTA
N

D
IN

G

24
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Orbit
Minimum Required Area: 5.9m x 5.9m

Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.0m

Yabber
Minimum Required Area: 

2.6m x 3.0m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Ovis
Minimum Required Area: 

2.8m x 2.7m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Maggy
Minimum Required Area: 

2.3m x 2.7m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Firy
Minimum Required Area: 

3.0m x 3.0m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Ladybug
Minimum Required Area: 

3.0m x 3.6m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Bumblebee
Minimum Required Area: 

3.2m x 3.7m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

25



Omnitech Playgrounds

Giant Rockwall
Minimum Required Area: Varies depending on fall height.

Max. Free Height of Fall: From 1.5m - 3.0m

Tri Roka
Minimum Required Area: 

5.2m x 5.2m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Flipper
Minimum Required Area: 

4.2m x 4.0m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.0m  

Rockwall  Trek
Minimum Required Area: 

5.5m x 6.7m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 2.1m

26
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Roty
Minimum Required Area: 

5.3m x 5.3m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.0m

Dragonfly
Minimum Required Area: 

5.2m x 3.7m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.1m

2 Seat Totter
Minimum Required Area: 

2.6m x 4.5m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Pirouette
Minimum Required Area: 

3.6m x 3.6m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Bronco
Minimum Required Area: 

2.7m x 2.7m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 0.7m

Surf Board
Minimum Required Area: 

2.8m x 3.5m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

27



Omnitech Playgrounds

Tornado
Minimum Required Area: 

5.2m x 5.2m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 2.0m

Rex
Minimum Required Area: 

3.5m x 4.6m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

28
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Turtle
Minimum Required Area: 

3.0m x 3.0m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Spinmee Inclusive Roundabout
Minimum Required Area:  2.7m x 2.7m

Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.0m

Curved Slide
Minimum Required Area: 

5.4m x 4.8m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.2m

Vespy
Minimum Required Area: 

2.3m x 2.7m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Slide
Minimum Required Area: 

6.6m x 3.7m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.6m

29

Oscar
Minimum Required Area: 

2.6m x 3.0m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Prinsy
Minimum Required Area: 

2.7m x 2.8m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Animal 4 Way Springer
Minimum Required Area:  6.4m x 6.4m

Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m
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Pyramid
Minimum Required Area:  

6.3m x 6.4m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 2.4m

Vippy
Minimum Required Area: 

6.2m x 3.1m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.4m

Dragon
Minimum Required Area: 

4.6m x 13.5m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.8m  

30

Cantilever Swing
Minimum Required Area: 7.3m Diameter

Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.3m

To see more of our 
freestanding equipment 
visit our website:
www.omnitech.com.au
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Tango Seat
Inclusive Play Swing seat.

Can Be applied to 
all swing frames.

31

Maxplay Swing
Minimum Required Area: 

8.2m x 4.8m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.4m

Extreme Swing
Minimum Required Area: 

4.9m x 8.0m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.3m

Mirage Swing
Inclusive Play Swing seat.

Can Be applied to 
all swing frames.

Basket Swing
Minimum Required Area: 

4.9m x 8.0m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.4m

Multi-Bay Maxplay Swing
Minimum Required Area: 

11.9m x 8.2m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.4m

Mantis
Minimum Required Area: 

20m or 30m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.0m

2 Way Skale Swing
Minimum Required Area: 

11.2m x 8m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 2m

4 Way Skale Swing
Minimum Required Area: 

11.2m x 12.2m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 2m

Small Basket swing
Minimum Required Area: 

6.3m x 2.3m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.5m

Timber Extreme Swing
Minimum Required Area: 

4.1m x 3.6m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <1.4m
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Pull Up Bars
Minimum Required Area: 

4.1m x 5.8m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 2.3m

Sit Up Bench
Minimum Required Area: 

4.9m x 3.6m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Vertical Ladder
Minimum Required Area: 

3.9m x 4.9m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 2.3m

Parallel Bars
Minimum Required Area: 

4.4m x 6.0m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <1.4m

Tone
Minimum Required Area: 

4.2m x 3.6m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m

Calf Stretch
Minimum Required Area: 

3.1m x 3.1m
Max. Free Height of Fall: N/A 

OmniFitness

O
M

N
IFITN

ESS

32

Encouraging fitness through physical play...

AUSTRALIAN 
MADE
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Omnitech Playgrounds have a wide range 
fitness equipment suitable for use in parks, 
reserves and schools. 

Our new Australian made fitness stations 
revolutionize the idea of outdoor exercise. The 
equipment has been specifically designed for 
use outdoors and is intended for teenagers and 
adults. 

Our ranges of fitness circuits also offer a great 
way to develop strength and endurance. An 
ideal addition to council parklands or school 
playgrounds, and can be incorporated into PE 
and Sport lessons.

All the Fitness equipment in the Omnitech 
Playgrounds range aims to encourage outside 
activity and healthy living. These benefits are 
considered a valuable tool in the battle against 
the global obesity epidemic.

Vault Beam
Minimum Required Area: 

4.1m x 7.1m 
Max. Free Height of Fall: <1.6m

Step Up Deluxe
Minimum Required Area: 

4.3m x 4.5m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.0m

Horizontal Ladder
Minimum Required Area: 

5.5m x 7.6m 
Max. Free Height of Fall: <1.9m

Spring Up bars
Minimum Required Area: 

3.9m x 5.9m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <1.3m

Balance Beam
Minimum Required Area: 

3.1m x 5.5m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.5m

Beam Run
Minimum Required Area: 

4.5m x 5.5m
Max. Free Height of Fall: <0.6m
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PrimeVitalityMoxie
Minimum Required Area: 

4.2m x 5.1m
Max. Free Height of Fall: 1.2m

Minimum Required Area: 
5.1m x 4.8m

Max. Free Height of Fall: 0.8m

Minimum Required Area: 
5.3m x 4.8m

Max. Free Height of Fall: 2.2m

34
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223 Ryan
2.2m 2+ 8.9 x

11.3

503 Austen
2.2m 5+ 18.5 x

10.0

To find out more about 
our fitness range visit 
our website:
www.omnitech.com.au

Fitness 
Circuits

702 Ren
2.5m 5+ 13.3 x

10.6
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Contained 
Play
Minimum space, maximum fun...

Omnitech Playgrounds range of Contained 
Play equipment is perfect for hospitality venues, 
businesses or any organisation that wishes to 
provide indoor play opportunities for children. 
The units are designed to maximise play value 
whilst taking up as little space as possible. 

All units are individually designed to meet 
space requirements, ensuring maximum play 
value for the space and height are achieved.  
The enclosed nature of the design ensures 
maximum safety as the risk of falling from 
dangerous heights is eliminated.

All units are designed to allow easy 
accessibility for children and high visibility 
for parents with a diverse range of slides, 
activities and interactive panels to entertain 
children of all ages. Different colour schemes 
and logos can be incorporated into the 
design helping to promote your family friendly 
venue to passing customers.  

We use only the highest quality materials, 
which means your playground is built to 
last whilst keeping maintenance costs to a 
minimum.

AUSTRALIAN 
MADE

108 Curly Crib
<0.5m 3-12 5.3 x

5.7

109 Kinder Castle
<0.5m 3-12 5.7x

7.6

101 Kids Corner
<0.5m 3-12 5.4 x

6.0
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To see more of our 
Contained units visit our 
website:
www.omnitech.com.au

107 Happy Hut
<0.5m 3-12 4.8 x

6.2

106 Spacepod Spiral
<0.5m 3-12 5.6 x

7.2
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A small world of big discoveries....
Hags UniMini

Zambi
0.6m 2-5 7.4x

5.6

Piketo
1.8m 2-5 7.9x

8.1

Bihar
1.8m 2-12 12.0 x

12.5

To see more of the HAGS 
Unimini and Uniplay units 
visit our website or the 
HAGS website today:
www.omnitech.com.au
www.hags.com

HAGS UniMini is a complete 
range that takes all the 
different phases of age, 
growth and challenge into 
consideration. The ingeniously 
designed modules are the 
perfect size and height for small 
children and is combined into 
exciting play environments. A 
princess tower, a cave, a boat, 
a car. In the universe of UniMini, 
fantasy can become reality!
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Juster
0.6m 2-5 7.5x

5.5

Kelus
1.0m 2-5 8.3x

5.1
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Hags UniPlay
Inspiring new generations of play...

Nycco
3.0m 5+ 11.1 x

12.0

Belidore
2.3m 5+ 9.0 x

10.1
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HAGS UniPlay is exclusive to Omnitech 
Playgrounds in Australia and features 
modular-based play systems, with more 
than 50 exciting play functions.  

Experts have designed the range with 
an increased focus on imagination and 
role-play, with more physical challenges, 
more climbing and greater heights. Balakolo

2.6m 5+ 9.6 x
9.5

Malix
2.5m 5+ 14.2x

9.8

Triton
1.8m 5+ 8.8 x

14.1
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Hags 
Agito + Nexus
The next generation of playground equipment...

NEXUS Velocity 2
2.5m 5+ 11.9 x

7.4

NEXUS Core
2.5m 5+ 9.0x

6.1
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HAGS Agito is a unique system featuring 
play functions that move, are flexible 
or offer resistance. The range features 
actively mobile functions such as balance 
bars, swinging ladders and spinners - all 
driven by the child’s own strength.

SMP Nexus fuses organic forms and a 
striking, raw architectural style to create 
structures that will stimulate action and 
excite any imagination. The sci-fi look 
instinctively appeals to children’s sense 
of adventure and the challenges get kids 
moving and ensures they never get bored. 

These ranges are irresistible to children, 
inviting them to visit and encouraging 
them to get moving. It presents a jungle of 
exciting experiences that will ensure kids 
never stop playing.

AGITO
Altitude 132.5m 5+ 8.4x

4.8

AGITO Q
2.5m 5+ 7.5 x

10.2

AGITO Tano
2.8m 5+ 11.7x

12.3

AGITO Nell
2.8m 5+ 11.1 x

11.0
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OUR 
SERVICES

Omnitech offers a full range of services to 
ensure that your playground remains a safe, 
durable and exciting play environment for 
many years to come. Signage, edging, rubber 
pads and undersurfacing solutions will all help 
to add that finishing touch to your playground.

Ongoing maintenance and safety inspections 
can also be organised as well as cost effective 
refurbishments. Omnitech Playgrounds also 
has an extensive range of spare parts to suit 
all types of equipment and is the only genuine 
supplier of Ausplay spare parts.

No matter what your requirements are, 
Omnitech Playgrounds can provide you 
with the solution. Ensuring your playground is 
complete, whilst helping to keep a neat and 
tidy appearance.

O
UR SERV

IC
ES

48
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1.0
Custom Design

2.0  
Manufacture

3.0 
Installation

4.0 
Handover

5.0 
Services



Omnitech Playgrounds

Omnitech’s major project works are installed using some of 
the most experienced playground installers in the industry, 
they are fully qualified and have all the necessary licenses 
and insurances required to get your playground in the ground 
and ready to use safely and on time. Backed up by our 
expert warehouse staff you can be assured that we will do 
everything in our power to ensure your project is delivered 
on time and on budget. Check out some of our recent 
installations on our projects page to see the quality of work 
our team of staff and contractors produce.

Omnitech playgrounds are much more than just a 
playground supply company. We are a one-stop shop for all 
of your playground needs – offering a full service covering 
each stage of your playground’s lifecycle. Beginning with our 
design and installation service, we can professionally specify 
a playground to meet your needs, in the colours you want, 
and ensuring that every component of the playground unit 
meets the Australian Standards.

As your playground is enjoyed over the years our 
experienced inspection and maintenance team are 
available to ensure that nothing goes wrong, checking 
that everything is working as it should and that there are 
no unseen hazards posing risk to children. We have one of 
the widest ranges of playground spare parts available and 
specialise in maintenance and repairs.

Proudly
Australian

Omnitech playgrounds have over 30 years experience in 
metal fabrication and coating, including powder and PVC 
coating. We roll, bend and weld all of our playground parts in 
house, at our factory in West Heidelberg.

Our wealth of knowledge in this field is second to none, 
stretching back to the days when Ausplay playgrounds 
dominated the Australian landscape. When it comes to 
playground equipment, our experience and expertise will 
give you peace of mind that Omnitech will deliver on all that 
is promised.

Installation

In House Processes

50
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Omnitech playgrounds stock a complete range of spare 
parts, from old Ausplay and Omnitech equipment right 
through to the latest international parts from Hags and Little 
Tikes. Not only do we stock all these but we also custom 
build parts to suit, including decks, rails and any other steel 
components.

If you require any sort of steel part, chances are we can 
make it for you so please don’t hesitate to contact us to 
further discuss your needs, or if you are in the area feel free to 
drop into our warehouse and say hello, there will always be 
someone on hand to help out with your enquiry.

Spare Parts

Refurbishments

A regular maintenance and safety assessment is necessary 
to keep your playground in excellent working condition 
and to ensure the safety of children. Omnitech Playgrounds 
has a team of highly skilled playground technicians, fully 
trained to ensure that your playground meets all relevant 
safety standards. Our maintenance and safety inspections 
are available on an individual basis or as part of an ongoing 
maintenance schedule. With each of our comprehensive 
inspections you will be provided with a full written report 
detailing all work carried out and any additional work or spare 
parts that may be required so that your children will be as safe 
as possible while they play.

Whilst most playground companies claim that all of their 
equipment is compliant to AS:4685, few of them will provide 
independent documentation to prove it.

All of our equipment, local and international, have been 
independently certified by Clive Dodd from Consulting 
Coordination Pty Ltd. We will provide this documentation each 
and every time you specify our equipment.
Now that’s peace of mind.

Maintenance

Australian Standards

Omnitech playgrounds specialise in breathing fresh life 
into your old playground unit. Our environmentally friendly 
refurbishment service can reuse your existing steel and 
aluminium components and posts to minimize waste by 
recoating them with a range of colourful and durable finishes. 

We carry a huge range of spare parts and have the ability to 
custom make or repair damaged parts. If you’re looking for 
a cost effective and environmentally responsible solution to 
your playground requirements or have a unit that just needs a 
bit of a facelift, give us a call.

before.
after.
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Surfacing 
Services
With a highly skilled team of professionals, through our 
acquisition of Melvic Concrete we can provide specialized 
services in concrete paths, surfacing, edging, repairs and 
rubber wet pour.
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To find out more about our 
surfacing services send us 
an email or call us today
T: 1800 812 027
E: info@omnitech.com.au

Rubber Softfall - Wet pour finish
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Omnitech Services can provide you with a 
range of suitable soft fall under surfacing 
that will meet Australian Standards and 
your budget. 

Our mulch is an organic loose fill safety 
surface that knits together to prevent 
displacement and provides a natural soft 
safety surface. 

For a more permanent safety surface, 
try our rubber or synthetic turf under 
surfacing. That is cost effective, durable 
and available in a range of colours.

Soft Fall 
Options
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Rubber softfall Pads - Wet pour finish
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A great way to maximise use 
of your outdoor area, we can 
custom design outdoor shade sails 
for any area. Sails can be used 
as pool shades, car port covers, 
playground covers and more. 

Future shades sails are 
manufactured from a high quality, 
heavy duty knitted shade cloth 
specifically developed as a strong 
and stable outdoor fabric for use 
in tension structures and shade 
sails. This fabric offers the ultimate 
combination of maximum sun 
protection, strength and durability 
to ensure maintenance free long 
life performance.

Omnitech Playgrounds and Future Shades partnership 
bringing you the latest in complete sun protection.

Shade & 
Protection
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If you are looking for something a cut above 
the rest, the Cantaport is the convenient 
modern shade you have been searching for. 
This cantilevered shade not only looks great 
but can be used anywhere and is compact 
and easy to install. It is engineered and 
certified to Australian standards and wind 
ratings, the Cantaport is designed to suit a 
range of applications.

Whether you wish to shade your playground, 
pool or alfresco dining area, we can design 
and install a compact, affordable and stylish 
shade solution.

To find out more about our Shade services send us 
an email or call us today and to view more of Future 
Shades Products visit their website:
T: 1800 812 027
E: info@omnitech.com.au
Future Shade: futureshade.com.au
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Metal work &
Colours Options

Standard Steel

Anti Graffiti

Delux Steel

Stainless: Marine Grade

Timber

 C
O

LO
URS
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Our standard Coating process uses galvanised 
steel with zinc priming and a polyester resin 
powder top coat. 

To inhibit graffiti we apply a final clear coating 
to metal work, offering resistance to abrasion 
damage and allowing rapid removal of 
graffiti.

Our Anti-Graffiti coating combined with 
aluminium decks and posts. 

Ultimate in marine protection with aluminium 
decks and Posts and all Stainless steel metal 
work and fixings. 

Made from Cyprus Pine with Steel Stirrups; all 
our Extreme range fittings can be fixed to our 
Timber posts and Decks. 

**Limited equipment options 
for Stainless Steel metal work

*Best for most applications

*Best for most applications

*Best for areas right on the water

*An inexpensive option for areas 
close to the water

*Best for high vandalism areas
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Apple Green

Plastics

Dark Green Teal Regal
Blue

Play Blue Purple Magenta

Play Red Orange Yellow Marino

Light Grey

SMP Lime 
Green

Teal Navy

Hunter Blue Dark Violet Bright Red Bistro Orange

JD Yellow JasperTerracotta

Charcoal

Silver Gloss 
Pearl

Black Natural Red Blue

Powder Coat

Rope

*Colours subject to availability
**Colours may not appear as shown
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Acid GreenViolet

Black

Cabana 
Green
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Completed
Projects...

Pittwater Tower

Grace Park 

Telford Reserve

Shankland Tarcoola Reserve

We know you’ll be happy with the high quality of Omnitech Playgrounds and the 
outstanding performance of our staff and distributors. But don’t take our word for 
it, check out this selection of our completed projects and installations we’ve done 
around the country.

PRO
JEC

TS
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Australian Embassy - Hanoi, Vietnam

Hazlitt Reserve Shelton Reserve

Lt Thompson
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Liston Street Reserve
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Discuss options

Provide Quotations and 
Images within 7 working 
days

Best in class service and 
reliability

Realistic Lead Times

100% Compliance

Consistent 
Communication

Start to end point of 
contact for all projects, 
you’ll never have to 
speak to anyone else!

FRED HAIG 
MANAGING DIRECTOR

Omnitech 
Playgrounds is 
commited to 
providing you 

with high quality, 
locally sourced 

materials to 
bring your 

playspace to 
life.

“

“
EXPERIENCED SALES TEAM

MANUFACTURING SPARE PART

DESIGN
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Omnitech Playgrounds

Head Office - 123 Bamfield Road, West Heidelberg, VIC 3081 
T 1800 812 027  - F 03 9459 3138 - E info@omnitech.com.au

www.omnitech.com.au

NSW |QLD|NT
Austek Play

PHONE:
1300 433 364
EMAIL:
info@austekplay.com.au
WEBSITE:
www.austekplay.com.au

ACT
The Playground People

PHONE: 
02 6297 3700
EMAIL:
info@playgroundpeople.com.au
WEBSITE: 
www.playgroundpeople.com.au

SA
Outfront Concepts

PHONE:
08 8322 1883
EMAIL:
info@outfront.com.au
WEBSITE:
www.outfront.com.au

INTERSTATE PARTNERS


